


I’ve been involved in the home business
industry for over 16 years now and as a
fellow Home Business Owner, I’m here
to tell you it is absolutely worth learning
the following essential skills I will share,
to make things work for you!

You will soon learn I absolutely love
what I do fulfilling my purpose of
helping other fellow home business entrepreneurs win big!

By the way… My name is  and I’m excited about us learning more
about each other over the coming weeks!

Shush Arya

You’re probably normally used to some guru telling you how wonderful they
are and boring you to near death before getting into actually helping YOU in
Your business.

That isn’t me.

In fact, I would like your permission to be brutally honest with you as today
the total focus will be on YOU and YOUR Business success.

If you are curious about learning more about me then feel free to check me
out at shusharya.com

Hello my friend, it’s great to meet you!

http://www.shusharya.com/


Believe it or not, this opportunity will be really good for people with the right
info & really bad for most uninformed/every day people.

WARNING! BRUTAL DISCLAIMER!

Let me start by saying what you’re going to learn here can potentially change
the whole direction of yours and your family’s life.

90% of people will follow the news and be thinking the world has come to an
end and will be gripped by fear. 10% will be seeing these times as an
incredible opportunity.

Napoleon Hill author of the book Think and Grow Rich said "In every
adversity lies the seed of an equal or greater opportunity."

I have witnessed crisis before, but never like this.

Winston Churchill famously said, “Never let a good crisis go to waste”.

We have entered a global financial crisis which experts are predicting will be
the worst in over 300 years. More than 200 Million people are expected to
lose their jobs globally. Millions of businesses are going under. Home
foreclosures will hit record levels and the number of people looking for a plan
B has risen exponentially.

At the time of writing this in mid 2020 we are going through unprecedented
times with the global Covid-19 pandemic which has literally turned the world
on its head.

I can’t stress this enough, but this guide is only for people that are ready to
go on a mission to finally transform their life.

It can enhance your wealth, health, love, happiness and all aspects of your
life. But we are mostly going to focus on wealth.



So, if you’re here to just quickly skim through the guide, to find some quick
rush of inspiration, and not apply any of the learned info, then save yourself a
quick 15 – 25 minutes and…

Good.

“just go watch Netflix.”

Now let’s get down to serious business.

Still reading?

Because most of the people in today’s society are too comfortable with their
life. And even if they “kind of” want to change their life, they won’t take the
time to read this guide cover to cover.

If you’re happy and satisfied with where you are in your life right now then
 right now.STOP READING THIS



Why did you get started or why do you want to start a home business? I want
you to really think about this and write your answer down on a piece of paper.

Some may look at these as traits or attributes but I see them as success
skills.

1. Know WHY You Are Doing It & Be Goal Driven

Having made millions of dollars in the home business industry and along
with my business partner Peter, we are currently million dollar a year earners
in our current company, these 7 essential skills are the key to your success.

The 7 Essential Skills



Back in 2003 I started because I was sick and tired of being in $500,000 of
debt, working 80-90 hours a week still not being able to meet my bills and
rarely spending time with my family. I was exhausted, I had no quality of life
and I’d had enough. I knew something had to change as I certainly could not
see myself living that same life for the next 30 years. The thought of that
made me physically sick.

I am so glad I made that decision because I gained my freedom within 5
years and have lived my dream residual income lifestyle since 2008. The
best part of the journey for me is I have been able to help thousands of
families around the world also do the same.

At that time, I needed to make an extra $700 per month just to be able to
meet my bills and this is why I got started in the industry. The way I looked at
it was the investment to get started was less than $400 which was very low
compared to starting almost any other type of “conventional business” but
the upside if I made it work was to create a residual passive income that
could give me time and money freedom.

It could be your WHY might be:

- You hate your job

- You don’t want to work 11 months of the year to only have 2-4 weeks off for
the    rest of your life

- You want to be free to travel the world

- You want to spend more time with your loved ones

- You want more time to pursue your passions

- You want to be financially free

- You want to live a more purposeful and fulfilled life



At the beginning of every year, I implement the 10-goal method as taught by
one of my mentors, Brian Tracy. I write down 10 goals for the year that I want
to accomplish. These will include income goals, travel goals, charity goals,
business goals, health goals & learning goals.

If I am writing my goals at the beginning of 2020 I will write them as follows:

Goal 1 – I have taken 5 trips abroad as of 31st December 2020.

Goal 2 – I am now earning $50,000 a month residual income from my home
business as of 31st December 2020.

Goal 3 – I have a zero balance on my house loan as of 31st December 2020

- You want to buy your dream car, house or yacht

Your WHY has to get you fired up inside!

Once you have established your WHY the next thing is to set goals and have
a daily action plan.

If you do not have goals and a game plan to get there nothing will change for
you. (I learned that the hard way)



2. Expect To Win

Note you are writing the goal as if you have already achieved it by a certain
date. You have to put these goals where you see them every day and you
look at the goals every morning and night before you go to sleep.

I want to share a quote from Henry Ford founder of the Ford Motor Company
which I absolutely live by:

“Whether you think you can, or you think you can’t – you’re right.”

Once you have committed your 10 goals to a piece of paper, you take a
separate piece of paper and write the 1 most important goal from the 10 that
is the one you want to achieve at the top of the page. You have to feel
passionate about achieving this goal and thinking about it fires you up inside.

In everything you do EXPECT to win.

Next you brainstorm on what specific daily action you have to take to achieve
this goal and write down 5-10 things action points you must do consistently
until you achieve that goal. Now you have to take the daily action until to
achieve the goal.

 to be SUCCESSFUL and tell yourself that every day.Expect

 to be WEALTHY and tell yourself every day.Expect

 the word YES and that people will join you.Expect

 to GROW.Expect

 to be DIFFERENT.Expect

The same can be applied to short term goals, long term goals no matter how
big or small.



The book is said to have helped create more millionaires than any other book
in history. If you have not read it then I highly recommend it.

3. Have A Burning Desire

4. Have Bullet Proof Belief

Having a Burning Desire is the main principle of the book “Think and Grow
Rich” so if you get this one right, there is nothing stopping you from
accomplishing whatever you want in life!

It is critical to have a bullet proof belief in the following 4 things to succeed
in your home business:

1. Belief in yourself
2. Belief in your company
3. Belief in your product
4. Belief in your business system

In the book Napolean Hill states numerous times, why you will materialize
that for which you have a burning desire. You have to make sure you have a
clear mental picture (or physical) and look at it and feel the emotions you
would have if you were already there. Do this several times per day to
properly ingrain it in your mind!

This principle is not about passion, nor motivation, it is solely about that
burning desire for what you really want. If you burn your bridges, never retreat
you will get everything you can imagine in life. Any obstacle which comes
your way, will be just that, a small obstacle along the way!

 RECOGNITION.Expect

Use affirmations, written goals, vision boards and positive self-talk on your
success journey.



Over 95% of people are programmed to limit their belief in themselves as to
what they can achieve. They have a mental cap in their minds of what they
can earn and accomplish.

In network marketing which is what I do, the great thing is you can borrow
the belief from your sponsor or upline while you are building your own belief.
How you do that is introduce your prospects to talk to those people who are
succeeding and already have the bullet proof belief. They will help you build
your business. Nowadays with tools like Zoom, WhatsApp & FB Messenger it
is so easy to connect people on group calls.

Ultimately success in almost anything in life is 80% mindset and 20%
knowing what to do.

In my eBook  I go into far more detail about
this subject and how you create the millionaire mindset.

The Residual Income Manifesto

Start by ELIMINATING these words from your thoughts:

5. Continually Develop Yourself

• I will TRY

Having the right Mindset will determine whether you carry on going until you
reach success or whether you will QUIT like the majority.

You build belief in yourself with personal development which I will talk about
in skill 5.

You build belief in your company by attending company training events and
you build belief in your product by using it.

Belief in your business system be it network marketing, affiliate marketing,
social media marketing or whatever you do comes from studying the system
and learning from people already succeeding and modelling them.

https://www.residualincomemanifesto.com/


• I am a WARRIOR & CHAMPION

• I will give it a GO

• I am OVERWHELMED

REPLACE with:

• I DESERVE TO WIN

• I CAN’T do it

• I will DO IT

• I EXPECT TO SUCCEED

• I’m NOT GOOD ENOUGH

• I COMMIT to it

• I will FIND A WAY

• I DON'T DESERVE it

• I CAN do it

• Let’s DO IT NOW

• I’m FRUSTRATED

• I will DO WHATEVER IT TAKES

• I’ll do it LATER – Tomorrow, Next Week, Next Month 
(Procrastination)



You become successful in a home business by consistently taking persistent
action in sharing and marketing your product and or business with others.
You keep on going until you have a business which is growing with or without
you and you have reached your goals and dream lifestyle. The number of
times you expose your product and opportunity will determine your success.

Here are just some ideas:

 Watch one video every day on YouTube from Success gurus like
Anthony Robbins, Brian Tracy, Les Brown, Zig Ziglar, Dr. Steven R
Covey and other successful people. 
 Read daily! The plain fact is, leaders are readers. Feed your mind
with success mindset books such as Think and Grow Rich by
Napolean Hill, Secrets of the Millionaire Mind by T. Harv Eker,
Rich Dad Poor Dad by Robert Kiyosaki, 
 Listen to audio books. Some people don’t like to read or have
little time. If you listen to music on your phone or car, turn those
into audio universities.
 Attend events where you see highly successful people speak
about success and how to create it. Normally positive like-
minded people attend these types of events, so these are great
places to connect, network, and mastermind with these types of
people.

Just like you have to take a shower daily to stay clean and fresh, you have to
constantly be cleaning your mind with success mindset information to
constantly wash away the world’s negativity, and to have the belief that you
can be successful.

6. Be Consistently Persistent, Confident & Certain

Developing your success mindset and personal belief is something anyone
can do and there are so many ways you can do this.



If you want to be super successful in your home business you have to treat it
like a serious business. Many times, people don’t because the cost to get
started is so low compared to a conventional business so they feel they have
little to lose.

People follow leadership, confidence and certainty. You have to
communicate that to people.

Do you think if you bought a MacDonald’s franchise for $1 Million you would
treat it seriously?

1. TIME
2. MONEY
3. CONTACTS - If you have genuinely run out of contacts to expose your         
    products and business to then you have to learn how to market online and 
   on Social Media to generate leads. Again, I go into more details on this in   
   my eBook .
4. ACTION

The Residual Income Manifesto

If you want massive success you have to COMMIT!

Commitment includes the following:

The ultimate goal is to become a master of your craft so eventually you will
create Authority and Influence where people will be knocking down the door
to join you. This takes time.

7. Treat It Like A Serious Business

You have to be willing to do whatever it takes and see it to the end.

https://www.residualincomemanifesto.com/


1. Do nothing. If you are used to doing nothing when presented with an
opportunity that can change your life, then this is your best choice.

There is no doubt that you will encounter challenges along the way and
things will not go right all the time. People will try to steal your dreams, on
occasions you will get little or no results, the business won’t grow fast
enough, sometimes your business may shrink, and people quit on you. This
is normal.

shusharya.com/work-with-shush

Either you let challenges put you out of business or you charge through them
and use them as learning experiences. I do not know any business owner,
entrepreneur or millionaire who has not had major challenges on their
journey to success.

You have two options. And I’m going to be straight up with you. No BS!

You can:

Always keep your eye on the prize of your future life of freedom you will
create by finishing what you started.

Remember if you want change in your life you have to make a change in what
you do.

I’m if you are not currently focused on building a home business but would
like to then you can find out more about working directly with me and the
opportunity I am involved in at:

You just helplessly sit out the next 3-6 months, not knowing what is going to
happen to your future. But make sure, you double down on your money
maker. Things are about to get crazy.

https://shusharya.com/work-with-shush


Every Thursday, at 8pm UK time I do a live coaching session on Facebook at: 
www.facebook.com/shusharya

2. You can take advantage of these UNPRECEDENTED 
“bad times” and profit when others are mindlessly watching the news, Netflix
and “saving” money. 

If you have any questions or you want to connect more, please
stay connected and visit one of my Social links below.

I have a guess… You are one of the top 2% of people that really want & need
to take your future seriously. This guide was written for you. You invested
your time to read and want to make stuff happen.

Make sure to keep an eye on your email over the next few weeks for ways
that you can enhance your business building skills.

                                   To YOUR Freedom and Goals,

http://www.facebook.com/shusharya

